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Facteur Qualité des Soudures de Fermeture
des Éléments Combustibles et son Influence
sur la Fiabilité du Combustible

par R. Sejnoha, G. Valli, G. Ceccotti and L. Magnoli

Résumé
Le combustible CANDU, et par conséquent le combustible CIRENE,
ne peut avoir un haut rendement que si la fréquence de rupture de
l'élément combustible, provoquée par des soudures incomplètes,
reste très basse. Le facteur qualité des soudures, c'est-à-dire la
longueur relative d'une soudure saine, sert à caractériser l'état de
la soudure.

On a recours à la métallographie pour déterminer quantitativement
le facteur qualité. Le type de la méthode d examen métallographique,
le nombre de soudures dans l'échantillon ainsi que le taux de
défaillance le plus bas possible de la redent la méthode statistique
nécessaire pour effectuer l'évaluation du facteur qualité.

Le document expose les grandes lignes d'une méthode statistique
d'évalutation du facteur qualité. La méthode associe la probabilité
de détection de discontinuités dans des sections métallographiques
à la répartition de discontinuités dans un échantillon statistique de
soudures. On y présente les résultats sous la forme d'un graphique
de répartition du facteur qualité.

Les applications de la méthode y sont également discutées. Son
utilisation est démontrée pour trois lots de soudures CIRENE.
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The Rating of Element Closure Welds and
Its Influence On Fuel Reliability

by R. Sejnoha, G. Valli, G. Ceccotti and L. Magnoli

Abstract
A high performance standard of CANDU fuel, and similarly of
CIRENE fuel is possible only if the frequency of fuel element fail-
ures due to incomplete welds is kept very low. Weld rating, i.e. the
relative length of sound weld line, is used to characterize the weld
completeness.

Metallography is used for quantitative determination of the weld
rating. The nature of the metallographic inspection method, together
with the affordable sample size and the very low acceptable weld
failure rate, make a statistical approach to the evaluation of the weld
ratings necessary.

The paper outlines a statistical method of weld rating assessment.
The method links the probability of finding discontinuities in metallo-
graphic sections, with the distribution of discontinuities in a statistical
sample of welds. It presents the results in the form of a weld rating
distribution graph.

Applications of the method are discussed. Its use is shown for three
batches of CIRENE development welds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In-reactor fuel defects can be attributed either to fuel design, to
reactor operation and fuel handling, or to fuel manufacturing. Among the
manufacturing-related defects, the most important group are those caused
by incomplete element closure welds (end cap welds). As many as 80% of
all manufacturing defects fall into this category [lj.

The need to keep the fuel defe:t rate low imposes tough requirements
on the reliability of end cap welding. E.g. for CANDU*37-eleraent fuel, a
limit rate of 0.05Z (bundles) of defects related to incomplete welds
means that maximum 10 welds out of 1,000,000 can fail in-reactor (based
on all welds in outer elements, and all channels).

To describe the quality of end cap welds, both non-destructive and
destructive inspection methods are used.

In the first category, the helium leak test can identify elements
with a complete absence of welding in a part of the circumference,
displaying as the result a leak rate higher than a threshold. The test
can be applied to 100% of the product; however, leak rates below the
threshold and incomplete welds that open in-reactor, go unnoticed.

Destructive tests can be applied to a limited percentage of the
welds only. The most Important are:

a) Peel test. This test can give information on a substantial part of
the entire circumference of each tested weld. However, it can flag
large deficiencies only.

b) Metallography. This method evaluates the mlcrostructure of the weld
in a quantitative way, and is able to detect even very small
irregularities. Its disadvantage is that it reveals the
microstructure in the plane of sectioning only; usually, two
sections through the weld are evaluated - see Figure 1. In spite of
this limitation, metallographic inspection is often the first to
indicate changes in weld quality.

In this paper, we analyze the metallographic inspection of end cap
welds. We show that under some conditions, metallographic data can be
misleading. On the other hand, we outline an approach that turns
metallographic inspection into a reliable tool to characterize the weld
quality for a fuel batch, and to recognize its changes. As
illustrations, we use metallographic data obtained on end cap welds
developed for the CIRENE reactor fuel.

CANDU - CANada J)euterium Uranium - is a registered trademark of
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
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2. CIRENE FUEL: A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

CIRENE is a boiling light water cooled, heavy water moderated,
35 MWe reactor, with vertical pressure tubes. Its construction at the
Latina site in Italy is near completion.

Fuel for the CIRENE reactor has the form of short bundles
consisting of 18 elements: 12 in the outer, and 6 in the inner ring [2].
Principal characteristics of the fuel bundle, and main operational data
are given in Table 1, and its configuration is shown in Figure 2. High
density pellets, thin sheaths, brazed appendages, graphite coating on
sheath inside surface, element closure by end cap-to-sheath resistance
welding, and bundle assembly using two end plates are features similar to
those we find with CANDU fuel bundles [3].

Centerline pellet temperature, as calculated for the end pellet in
an element at 60 kW/m, reaches 2,100°C. The expansion of the bottom
pellet, in direct contact with the end cap, causes a significant
pellet/cladding interference close to the end cap weld.

The importance of end cap weld quality was recognized in the program
of experimental irradiations, some of them completed at AECL Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories. In 700 elements irradiated in the form of 18 and
7-element bundles, three TIG welds out of 956, and one resistance weld
out of 444 failed in-reactor.

3. WELD RATING: DEFINITIONS

During resistance welding of a CIRENE element, the sheath and end
cap material join along a surface of an approximately conical shape. In
a metallographic section, this surface appears as an inclined weld line
(Figure 3). For a weld of the type used in CIRENE fuel, the part of the
weld essential for the strength of the joint is that above the sheath
3 . Its size, projected Into the radial direction is w*.

There can be discontinuities (non-welded areas) in the weld. Their
presence makes the weld incomplete and less strong. Weld rating is an
important characteristics of the weld, defined as the relative
(projected) length of the sound weld line above the sheath (as a fraction
of the sheath thickness):

r = 100(w-x)/wMIN, %,

where

x =Ex1

is the sum of all discontinuities in a section.

A "perfect weld" has x = 0, therefore r » 100%. Welds with r
are likely to be rejected during helium leak testing.

For the list of symbols see Table 2.
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The minimum weld rating is an important specification limit. We use
metallography as the source of information on r. Is the uni-dimensional
weld line in a metallographic section representative of the condition of
the entire weld?

We can demonstrate the problem on a weld with one discontinuity as
in Figure 3 (circumferential length Y, maximum radial size X). A random
radial-axial plane cuts through the weld in two sections; the probability
of sectioning through the discontinuity is

p = 2Y/C

The plane of sectioning can cut through the discontinuity anywhere
along the circumferential length Y. The radial size x of the
discontinuity in the plane of sectioning can therefore vary between 0 and
X- It can be shown for elliptical discontinuities that the mean value of
x is

x = 3TX/4.

Figure 4 shows the probabilities of finding different values of x in
a weld with one elliptical discontinuity with Y = 0.1 C and X = 0.8 w.
Most likely, we will miss the discontinuity altogether. If we find it,
we usually will see a size smaller than X.

Standard raetallographic inspection of a single weld thus offers very
little information. Judgements about welding quality based on
metallography of a few welds can be seriously wrong.

4. DISTRIBUTION OF DISCONTINUITIES IN WELDS: A MODEL

The completeness of a weld depends on a number of manufacturing
parameters; we will combine all of them into an ideal variable P,
"process condition".

We can consider two correlations between P and ttie weld
completeness:

a. We can characterize the completeness of a weld by the highest value
of x (Xj^) in it. The advantage of this characteristics is its
simple link, to the frequency of helium leaks or of In-reactor
defects. The disad\=.ntage is that - unless we know where to look
for the weakest section of the weld - we cannot measure xMAX>

b. We can correlate P and the local value of x in a section of the
weld. This approach not only is more suitable for metallography, it
probably better reflects the real conditions of welding: the value
of P need not be uniform along one weld's circumference, and local
values of P can in principle be correlated with local values of x.
However, we have to normalize with respect to in-reactor performance
of the welds or to helium leak test results.
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At P = PQ, the welding gives the best results. A well developed
process yields perfect welds here. Deviations of P from P lead to
incomplete welds. Different welding processes have different sensitivity
to such deviations:

There can be a margin of P around PQ) where the welds remain
perfect.

• Beyond the margin, weld discontinuities can increase with different
intensity, as the deviation of P grows.

An example is shown in Figure 5A, curve xl. Curve x2 represents an
improved welding process: the margin of P (perfect welds) became wider.

The other important factor governing the results of welding, is the
control of the process condition, i.e. the distribution of P. A normal
distribution is usual here, described by the mean P and standard
deviation a-

In Figure 5A, the curve f(P)l is an example of a well centered
distribution: P = PQ. The curve f(P)2 demonstrates a drift of P.

The combination of the x and f(P) curves gives the distribution of
discontinuities in a statistical set of welds; such distribution is
characteristic for the welding process applied.

The distribution can be presented either in terms of relative
frequencies f(x) in size classes (x to x+Ax), or in terms of cumulative
frequencies F(x) of discontinuities equal or larger than x. Figure 6
explains the links between f(x) and F(x). Cumulative frequencies offer
several advantages:

• They all start at F(0) = 1 for x > 0.

• Their values do not change with conditions such as the class width
Ax in f(x).

The F(x) vs x curves show a better stability for limited sets of
data.

Figure 5B shows F(x) distribution curves for three combinations of x
and f(P) curves from Figure 5A (Changes I and II). The semi-logarithmic
plot suits the exponential correlation. The curves can be described as

f(x = 0 ) = 1 - A for perfect welds (x=0),

and F(x) = A.exp[-B.x] for x > 0.

An exponential equation is often used to describe the distribution
of cracks or voids in metals - e.g. [4].
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5. COMPARISON WITH INSPECTION DATA

Metallographic inspection data from three batches of CIRENE
development welds were used to form the F(x) vs. x correlation (Batches 1
to 3, Table 3). Batches 1 and 2 were welded under similar conditions:
welding technology used was characteristic for the early stages of
process development. For the third batch, a modified welding technology
was applied. Calculated values of the coefficients A and B in the
exponential equation for the F(:.) distribution are listed in Table 3:
For Batches 1 and 2, they are virtually identical. As for Batch 3, they
document a significant improvement in the quality of welds: The value of
A is lower, i.e. the frequency of perfect weld sections increased, while
the value of B is higher, I.e. the frequency of sections with large
discontinuities is many times reduced.

As shown by the high values of correlation coefficient R^, the data
fit the exponential correlation very well.

Figure 7 represents the graphical form of the distributions. The
extrapolations to x = w indicate the frequency of large discontinuities
in Batch 3 hundred times lower than in Batches 1 or 2.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 The Use of x in Place of r

To describe the weld completeness, we use the size of
discontinuities x instead of the rating r, although r is the commonly
used characteristic. We have chosen x to make the treatment of data
simpler. Because of the variability of wall thickness w, weld rating r
is not constant for all perfect welds. Therefore, depending on the
tolerance of w, the effect of small discontinuities is not readily
visible in the value of r.

6.2 The Effect of Sample Size

As stated in Section 3, metallographic inspection limited to one or
a few welds is unreliable. Its result is unpredictable due mainly to two
random factors:

a. Random sampling of welds: There is a distribution of ratings among
welds of one batch.

b. Random selection of the plane of sectioning: There is a
distribution of ratings along the circumference of one weld.

This is important in particular for tasks such as process
requalificatlon after the action or rejection limit has been reached, or
new sampling for batch acceptance, after a rejact has been found in the
previous sample.
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However, the merits of metallography change, when the sample has
reached statistical size.

Basic considerations of probabilities, explained for one weld and
one discontinuity (Section 3, Figure 3) apply to random sectioning in
general. The probability of finding, in one section through the weld,
discontinuities with the size x or larger, is equal to the ratio between
the circumferential length of all weld segments with discontinuities x or
larger, and the total circumferential length of the weld. This ratio,
L(x), has the meaning of relative (specific) circumferential length. It
describes the real condition of the weld (of the welds in the batch),
independent of inspection.

For a statistical set of inspected welds,

F(x) •> L(x),

and the F(x) vs. x correlation gets the physical meaning as described
above.

6.3 The Advantage of Working with Frequently Occurring Phenomena

The advantage of the F(x) curve is that it can describe the product
while using data on small discontinuities. Such discontinuities are
present in the welds relatively frequently. The method extrapolates this
information or combines it with limited data on large discontinuities
that come up only very rarely.

For example, in a well developed and controlled welding process, one
helium leak can be expected per every 1,000,000 welds or so. How long
would it take to recognize a drift in weld quality? What number of fuel
elements should be quarantined after the detection of one helium leaker,
if we rely on the occurrence of helium leakers only?

There is some uncertainty in extrapolation. For different welding
technologies, the x vs. P curve can have different shapes. Under real
circumstances, the process engineer recognizes the most important process
parameters, and finds their effect on weld rating during process
development, and refines his knowledge during production. He thus forms
the data base to derive the curves of Figure 5A.

6.4 Normalization of the F(x) Curve

The need to normalize (or calibrate), for certain applications, the
F(x) curve against in-reactor fuel performance or against the statistics
of helium leak testing, is not uncommon in fuel design or evaluations.
Models, equations, design limits, are routinely compared with the results
of irradiation tests, and then with the performance of the fuel in power
reactors.
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6.5 Applications

The method and its results can be applied both in fuel uesign and in
process control or quality assurance.

For applications in design, we need the complete curve, normalized
against the in-reactor defect rate and helium leak, test failure rate.
With this information, we can define the defect threshold rating of the
weld, and from it derive the design limit (specified minimum rating), or
the control limit rating.

If an accepted design limit is already available, the F(x) curve can
be used without normalization in a comparative way: it can compare weld
batches or welding processes, or detect changes in quality. Figure 7 is
an example of such an application.

"/. CONCLUSIONS

1. Standard raetallographic inspection of a weld is limited to the plane
of sectioning; as consequence, judgements on weld quality based on
random sectioning of a few welds, are of limited value. To obtain a
realistic picture of weld quality, a statistical approach to
metallography is needed.

2. A simple model of the welding process was used to derive the
distribution of discontinuities (of ratings) in the welds; an
exponential correlation was found between cumulative frequency F(x)
and discontinuity size x. For random sectioning and a statistical
sample size, F(x) has the physical meaning of L(x), i.e. it is the
relative circumferential length of those segments of the welds,
where the discontinuity size is x or larger.

3. The F(x) curves can be used readily for relative comparisons between
fuel batches or welding technologies. For application in areas
such as design and specification limits, a normalization of the F(x)
correlation against in-reactor performance, helium leak, test or peel
test results Is necessary.

4. An application of the F(x) correlation to three batches of CIRENE
welds showed that

Inspection data matched the exponential equation for F(x) well,
and

The method was able to differentiate between batches welded under
different conditions.

5. The advantage of the method is that it evaluates the risk of large
weld deficiencies where the probabilities of occurrence are
extremely low, on the basis of small discontinuities that occur very
often. It thus helps to assure a high weld reliability even with a
low percentage sampling Inspection.
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TABLE 1 - CIRENE FUEL CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIONAL DATA

PELLET

ELEMENT

BUNDLE

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Diameter, mm
Diam°ter/Length Ratio
Density, Mg/m3

Dish Volume, %

Outside Diameter, mm
Nominal Sheath Thickness, mm
Active Length, Outer Elements, mm
Active Length, Inner Elements, mm

Number of Elements
Length, mm
Outer Diameter, mm
UO2 Mass, kg

Coolant Pressure, MPa
Coolant Temperature, °C
Discharge Burnup, MWd/MgU
Peak Fuel Temperature, °C
Max. Linear Power, kW/m

18.85
1
10.6
2.5

20
0.5

472.5
481.5

18
500
104.6
24.6

4.8
260

5,600
2,100

60.2



TABLE 2 - LIST OF SYMBOLS

A
B
C
f(P); f(x)

F(x)

L(x)

nx; n

w; wM^N_
x; x ̂; x; xMAX

X
Y
AP;
0

pre-exponential coefficient
exponential coefficient
weld circumference
relative frequency of P in the class P to P + AP; of

x in the class x to x + Ax
cumulative frequency of discontinuities equal to or

or larger than x
relative circumferential length, of the weld, with

radial discontinuities A at larger
number of sections with discontinuities x to x + Ax;

total number of sections
probability
process condition; optimum value of P; mean value

of P
weld rating
coefficient of correlation
sheath thickness; minimum sheath thickness
discontinuity size in a metallographic section:

total; size of the i-th discontinuity; mean
value of x; maximum value of x in a weld

maximum radial size of a discontinuity
circumferential length of a discontinuity
class interval of process condition; of radial size x
standard deviation

TABLE 3 - DISTRIBUTION OF DISCONTINUITIES
IN THREE BATCHES OF CIRENE WELDS

BATCH
NO.

1

2

3

NUMBER OF
SECTIONS

140

60

96

A

0.218

0.218

0.179

B, mm

11.55

13.17

22.25

0.985

0.990

0.963
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END CAP

WELD LINE

SHEATH

FIGURE 1 METALLOGRAPHIC SPECIMEN OF AN END CAP WEL.D (SCHEMATIC)

FIGURE 2 CONFIGURATION OF THE CIRENE FUEL-BUNDLE



END CAP

FIGURE 3 GEOMETRY OF THE WELD WITH A DISCONTINUITY
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FIGURE 5 INFLUENCE OF PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS (x VS.P) AND PROCESS PARAMETER
CONTROL f(P) ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF WELD DISCONTINUITIES
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